A representation of complex rational numbers in quantum mechanics is described that is not based on logical or physical qubits. It stems from noting that the 0s in a product qubit state do not contribute to the number. They serve only as place holders. The representation is based on the distribution of four types of systems on an integer lattice. The four types, labelled as positive real, negative real, positive imaginary, and negative imaginary, are represented by creation and annihilation operators acting on the system vacuum state. Complex rational number states correspond to products of creation operators acting on the vacuum. Various operators, including those for the basic arithmetic operations, are described. The representation used here is based on occupation number states and is given for bosons and fermions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computation and quantum information are subjects of much continuing interest and study. An initial impetus for this work was the realization that as computers became smaller, quantum effects would become more important. Additional interest arose with the discovery of problems [1, 2] that could be solved more efficiently on a quantum computer than on a classical machine. Also quantum information, and possibly quantum computation, [3, 4] is of recent interest in addressing problems related to cosmology and quantum gravity.
In all of this work qubits (or qudits for d-dimesional systems) play a basic role. As quantum binary systems the states |0 , |1 of a qubit represent the binary choices in quantum information theory. They also represent the numbers 0 and 1 as numerical inputs to quantum computers. For n qubits, corresponding product states, such as |s = ⊗ n j=1 |s(j) where s(j) = 0 or 1, represent a specific n qubit information state. Since they also represent numbers,
they and their linear superpositions are inputs to quantum computers. It is clear that states of qubits are very important to quantum information theory. However, qubits and their states are not essential to the representation of numbers in quantum mechanics. This is based on the observation that in a state, such as |10010 , the 0s do not contribute to the numerical value of the state. Instead they function more like place holders. What is important is the distribution of the 1s along a discrete lattice. This is shown by Eq. 1 where the value of the number is determined by the distribution of 1s at the values of j for which s(j) = 1. The value, 0, of s at other locations contributes nothing.
This suggests a different type of representation of numbers that does not use qubits. It is based instead on the distributions of 1s on an integer lattice. For example the rational number 1001.01 would be represented here as 1 3 1 0 1 −2 . In quantum mechanics these states correspond to position eigenstates of a system on a discrete lattice or path where the positions are labelled by integers. Here the state |j corresponds to the number 2 j and n product states, such as |j 1 , · · · j n , correspond to n k=1 2 j k . Here the representation of rational numbers corresponds to those represented by finite strings of binary digits or qubits and not as pairs of such strings. This representation is much easier to use and corresponds to that used in computers. It also is dense in the set of all rational numbers. For quantum states this means that any representation of all nonnegative rational numbers as quantum states would be approximated arbitrarily closely by a finite qubit |s states or states of the form ⊗ jǫ1s |j where 1 s = {j|s(j) = 1}. In what follows this type of state will be referred to as a rational number state.
This representation is sufficient to describe nonnegative rational numbers in quantum mechanics. There are several ways to extend the treatment to include negative and imaginary rational numbers. These range from one type of system with two internal binary degrees of freedom to four different types of systems. Here an intermediate approach is taken in which two types of systems which have an internal binary degree of freedom are considered. The two internal degrees of freedom correspond to positive and negative and the two types of systems correspond to real and imaginary. An example of such a number in the representation considered here is r +,5 r −,3 i −,−2 i +, 4 The goal of this paper is to use these ideas to give a quantum mechanical representation of complex rational numbers. Since states with varying numbers of r+, r−, i+, i− systems will be encountered, a Fock space representation is used. Both bosons and fermions will be considered.
The emphasis of this work is to describe a set of quantum states that can be shown to represent complex rational numbers. This requires definitions of the basic arithmetical operations used in the axiomatic definitions of rational numbers and showing that the states have the desired properties.
An additional emphasis is that the state descriptions and properties must be relatively independent of the complex rational numbers that are part of the complex number field C on which the Fock space is based. This means that the description will not be based on a map from quantum states to C that is used to define arithmetic properties of the states. Instead the states and their properties will be described independent of any such map.
It will be seen that the representation used here is more compact with simpler representations of the basic arithmetic operations than those based on qubit states with "binal" points, e.g., of the form | ± 10010.011 [5, 6] . It also extends the representation to complex numbers which was not done in the earlier work. Another (slight) advantage is that linear superpositions of states containing just one system are not entangled in the representation used here. This is not the case for the qubit representation with 0s present. An example is the Bell state (1/ √ 2)(|10 ± |01 ). Here this state is (1/ √ 2)(|1 ± |0 ), which is not entangled. In this state 0 and 1 are the locations of the 1s in the qubit state. This advantage is lost when one considers states with more than one system present.
Another advantage of the representation described here is that it may suggest new physical models for quantum computation that are not qubit based. Whether this is the case or not must await future work.
The use of Fock spaces to describe quantum computation and quantum information is not new. It has been used to describe fermionic [7, 8] and parafermionic [9] quantum computation, and quantum logic [10, 11] . The novelty of the approach taken here is based on a description of complex rational string numbers that is not based on logical or physical qubits. In this sense if differs from [12] . It also emphasizes basic arithmetic operations instead of quantum logic gates. Also both standard and nonstandard representations of numbers are described. These follow naturally from the occupation number description of quantum states.
Details of the description of the complex rational states are given in the next three sections. The a-c operators are described in Section II. The next section gives properties of these and other operators and their use to describe complex rational states. Section IV describes the arithmetic operations of addition, multiplication, and division to any finite accuracy. The last section summarizes some advantages of the approach used here. Also a possible physical model of standard and nonstandard numbers as pools of four types of Bose Einstein condensates along an integer lattice is briefly discussed.
II. COMPLEX RATIONAL STATES
The representation of complex rational states used here is based on the notion of creating and annihilating two types of systems, at various locations. One type is used for real rational states and the other for imaginary states. For bosons the degrees of freedom associated with each type consist of a binary internal degree, denoted by +, −, and a location j on an integer labelled lattice.
The creation operators for bosons are
The a operators create and annihilate bosons in states corresponding respectively to positive and negative real rational states. The b operators play the same role for imaginary states. The state |0 is the vacuum state.
In this representation, the states a † One can also form linear superpositions of these states. Simple boson examples and their equivalences in the usual qubit based binary notation are, 
where |n r,j , m r,j n i,j m i,j the occupation number state for site j is given by
The normalization factor N (n, m, r, i, j) = (n r,j !m r,j !n i,j !m i,j !) 1/2 . Note that the product jǫ∪s,t denotes a product of creation operators, and not a product of states.
The interpretation of these states is that they are the boson equivalent of nonstandard representations of complex rational numbers as distinct from standard representations. (This use of standard and nonstandard is completely different from standard and nonstandard numbers described in mathematical logic [13] .) Such nonstandard states occur often in arithmetic operations and will be encountered later on. They correspond to columns of binary numbers where each number in the column is any one of the four types, positive real, negative real, positive imaginary, and negative imaginary. In a boson representation individual systems, are not distinguishable. The only measurable properties are the number of systems of each type +1, −1, +i, −i in the single digit column at each site j.
An example would be a computation in which one computes the value of the integral b a f (x)dx of a complex valued function f by computing in parallel, or by a quantum computation, values of f (x h ) for h = 1, 2, · · · , m and then combining the m results to get the final answer. The table, or matrix, of m results before combination is represented here by a state |n r , m r , n i , m i where n r,j , m r,j n i,j , m i,j give the number of +1 ′ s, −1 ′ s, +i ′ s, and −i ′ s in the column at site j. This is a nonstandard representation because it is numerically equal to the final result which is a standard representation consisting of one real and one imaginary rational string number, often represented as a pair, u, iv.
The equivalent fermionic representation for the state |n r , m r , n i , m i is based on a fixed ordering of the a-c operators. In this case the product (a †
The final state is given by an ordered product over the j value,
Here J denotes a j ordered product where factors with larger values of j are to the right of factors with smaller j values. The choice of ordering, such as that used here in which the ordering of the j values is the opposite of that for the h values which increase to the left as in Eq. 7, is arbitrary. However, it must remain fixed throughout.
An example of a nonstandard representation is illustrated in Figure 1 for both bosons and fermions. The integer values of j are shown on the abcissa. The ordinate shows the boson occupation numbers for each type of system. Fermions are represented as two types of systems each with two internal states (+, −) on a two dimensional lattice with j any integer and h any nonnegative integer. The ordinate shows the range of h values from 0 to n r,j , m r,j , n i,j , m i,j for each of the four types.
The above shows the importance of nonstandard representations, especially in cases where a large amount of data or numbers is generated which must be combined into a single numerically equivalent complex rational number. This requires definition of standard complex rational number states and of properties to be satisfied by any conversion process.
For bosons a standard complex rational state has the form of Eq. 6 where one of the functions n r , m r and one of n i , m i has the constant value 1 on their nonzero domains. The other two functions are 0. The four possibilities are 
Here α = +, −, β = +, −, and
and |s|, |t| denote the number of integers in s, t. Standard states are quite important. All theoretical predictions as computational outputs, and numerical experimental results are represented by standard real rational states. Nonstandard representations occur during the computation process and in any situation where a large amount of numbers is to be combined. Also qubit states correspond to standard representations only.
This shows that it is important to describe the numerical relations between nonstandard representations and standard representations and to define numerical equality between states. To this end let
be the statement of N equality between the two indicated states. This statement is satisfied if two basic equivalences are satisfied. For bosons the two N equivalences are
and
The first pair of equations says that any state that has one or more + and − systems of either the r or i type at a site j is numerically equivalent to the state with one less + and − system at the site j of either type. This is the expression here of 2 j − 2 j = i2 j − i2 j = 0. The second set of two pairs, Eq. 13, says that any state with two systems of the same type and in the same internal state at site j, is numerically equivalent to a state without these systems but with one system of the same type and internal state at site j + 1. This corresponds to 2
. From these relations one sees that any process whose iteration preserves N equality according to Eqs. 12 and 13 can be used to determine if Eq. 11 is valid for two different states. For example if
then Eq. 11 is satisfied.
For fermions the corresponding N equivalences are
Otherwise the values of h, h ′ , h ′′ ≥ 1 are arbitrary except that removal of fermions is restricted to occupied h values and addition is restricted to unoccupied values. To avoid poking holes in the h columns at each site j, Fig. 1 , it is useful to restrict system removal to the maximum occupied h value and system addition to the nearest unoccupied h site. Numerically it does not matter where, in the h direction, the fermions are added or removed.
These equations have a meaning similar that that for the corresponding boson equations. Eq. 16 says that any state given by Eqs. 7 and 8 is N equal to a state with one a † + and one a † − fermion removed from site j i.e. is satisfied where
where
then Eq. 11 is satisfied. There are three other equations one each for S a,−,j , S b,+,j and S b,−,j . The expression = ± denotes equality up to a possible sign change. This can occur because the S operators are products of an odd number of a-c operators. If one wants to implement these state reduction steps dynamically with operators that preserve fermion (or boson) number, then a pool of additional fermions (or bosons) must be available to serve as a source or sink of systems. This is not included here because the emphasis is on defining complex rational states and their arithmetic properties.
It is worth noting that Eqs. 14, 15, 18, and 20 can be regarded as axiomatic definitions of = N with no reference to their numerical meaning in terms of powers of 2. The use of numbers in their description is included as an aid to the reader. It plays no role in their definition.Later on a map from the complex states to C will be defined that shows that these properties of = N are consistent with the map.
Reduction of a nonstandard representation to a standard one proceeds by iteration of steps based on the above equivalences. At some point the process stops when one ends up with a state with at most one system of the a or b type at each site j. This is the case for both bosons and fermions. The possible options for each j can be expressed as Conversion of all a-c operators into the same kind, as shown in Eq. 9, is based on four relations obtained by iteration of Eq. 13 and use of Eq. 12. For k < j and for bosons they are
These equations are used to convert all a and all b operators to the same type (+ or −) as the one at the largest occupied j value. Applied to the example |1 +,3 i +,3 1 −,2 i −,4 1 −,−6 , gives |1 +,2 1 +,1 1 +,0 1 +,−1 1 +,−3 · · · 1 +,−6 i −, 3 . for the standard representation.
The same four equations hold for fermions provided h subscripts are included. The values of h are arbitrary as they do not affect = N . However, physically, application to a state of the form of Eq. 22 requires that h = 1 everywhere, as in a † +,1,j a † −,1,k = N a † +,1,j−1 · · · a † +,1,k for example.
A. Some Useful Operators
Three unitary operators that allow changing between the types of systems and moving the string states are useful. For bosons they are defined bỹ
W interchanges + and − states in r and i systems, and Q converts r systems to i systems and conversely.T is a translation operator that shifts a †
− operator products one step along the line of j values.
For fermions the equations becomẽ
Note thatW ,Q, andT commute with one another for both bosons and fermions. It is useful to define an operatorÑ that assigns to each complex rational state a corresponding complex rational number in C. For fermionsÑ can defined explicitly using a-c operators. One has
From this definition one can obtain the following properties:ÑW
Here α = +, − and β = +, −. These equations also apply to bosons if the h variable is deleted. The function of the operatorÑ is to provide a link of complex rational states to the complex numbers in C. For each of these states, theÑ eigenvalue is the complex number equivalent, in C, of the complex rational number thatÑ associates to these states.
The eigenvalues ofÑ acting on states that are products of a † and b † operators can be obtained from Eqs. 26 or 27. As an example, for the state a †
For standard representations in general one has
Here 2 s = jǫs 2 j and 2 t = kǫt 2 j . These results also hold for fermion states. For standard states Eq. 10 gives an explicit representation for
The operatorÑ has the satisfying property that any two states that are N equal have the sameÑ eigenvalue. If the state |n r , m r , n i ,
Here α = +, − and β = +, −. This follows from Eqs. 12,13, and 26. These results show that the eigenspaces ofÑ are invariant for any process of reducing a nonstandard state to a standard state using Eqs. 12-17. Any state |n r m r n i m i with n r,j ≥ 1 and m r,j ≥ 1 for some j has the samẽ N eigenvalue as the state with both n r,j and m r,j replaced by n r,j − 1 and m r,j − 1. Also if n r,j ≥ 2 then replacing n r,j by n r,j − 2 and n r,j+1 by n r,j+1 + 1 does not change theÑ eigenvalue. Similar relations hold for m r,j , n i,j , m i,j . These results show that each eigenspace ofÑ is infinite dimensional. It is spanned by an infinite number of nonstandard complex rational states and exactly one standard state.
One may think that, because of the association of one standard state to each eigenspace, one could limit consideration to standard states only. As is seen below, this is not the case as basic arithmetic operations generate nonstandard states even when implemented on standard states.
IV. BASIC ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ON RATIONAL STATES A. Addition and Subtraction
In quantum mechanics n − ary operations for n ≥ 2 are usually represented as operators acting on n fold tensor product states of n systems in n different states. For many operations n = 2 or n = 3 if unitarity is to be preserved for the operations. Here, examples include arithmetic addition and multiplication where n = 3. The operator acts on two systems in different states and gives the result of the operation as the state of a third system.
The question arises of how to represent this setup in H Ra using products of boson or fermion a-c operators acting on the vacuum. One way is to introduce additional distinguishable particles. For example for fermions, besides the operators a The above approaches also hold for distinguishable and indistinguishable bosons except that all the a-c operators commute. In this case the h variable is not needed
In what follows the usual product state representation will be used because it is more familiar and is less cumbersome. It is left up to the reader to convert the states to an a-c operator representation based on the above or any other choice of distinguishable and indistinguishable systems.
Addition and multiplication operators that are unitary can be defined for complex rational states. For addition one has +|n r , m r , n i , m i |n
Here 
is given by Eqs. 5 and 6 or 7 and 8 with n r,j replaced by n r,j + n ′ r,j , etc.. Also the j product is over all j in the union of the 8 sets s r , s i , s ′ r , · · · which are the nonzero domains of the respective n and m functions.
For fermions there may be a sign change in the above in case the total number of systems in the states |n r , m r , n i , m i and |n
is odd. This occurs because in this case an odd number of additional systems is created by the addition operation. As noted before, if fermion number is to be preserved by dynamical operations, then an additional supply needs to be available to serve as a source or sink of fermions.
For standard representations the compact notation
is useful where α = +, − and β = +, −. One has from Eq. 32
This result, which uses the commutativity of the a and b a-c operators, shows the separate addition of the a and b components of the states. It is evident from this that the result of addition need not be a standard representation even for standard input
For these cases the methods described would be used to reduce the final result to a standard representation. Here the reduction is fairly simple as there is at most one application of Eqs. 12 and 13 for each j value. More reduction steps are needed for the results of iterated additions.
From now on the above notation will be used for both fermions and bosons with the understanding that for fermions the real component (a †
Also for fermions the equality sign in Eq. 34 is replaced by = ± or equality up to the sign. If the number of fermions in |αs, βt + α ′ s ′ , β ′ t ′ is odd the sign is minus. Otherwise it is even. The sign is always + if the dynamical steps of addition conserve the fermion number by use of a sink or source of fermions. Also, for fermions, the right hand operator products (a †
must be expressed in the standard order with j increasing to the right and the appropriate values of n r,j = 2 or m r,j = 2 in case α = α ′ and s and sp have elements in common. A similar situation holds for the b † operator products.
Extension of+ to act on states that are linear superpositions of rational string states generates entanglement. The discussion will be limited to standard states, but it also applies to linear superpositions over all states, both standard and nonstandard.
Let ψ = α,s,β,t d α,s,β,t |αs, βt and
which is entangled. To describe repeated arithmetic operations it is useful to have a state that describes directly the addition of ψ to ψ ′ . Since the overall state shown in Eq. 36 is entangled, the desired state would be expected to be a mixed or density operator state. This is indeed the case as can be seen by taking the trace over the first two components of +ψ, ψ ′ |0 :
(37) Here ρ αs,βt+α ′ s ′ ,β ′ t ′ is the pure state density operator
The expectation value ofÑ on this state gives the expected result:
For subtraction use is made of the fact that |α ′ s, β ′ t is the additive inverse of |αs, βt if α ′ = α and β ′ = β. Then
where Eq. 12 is used to give (a †
A unitary subtraction operator,−, is defined bỹ
Other properties of−, including extension to nonstandard states and linear state superposition, are similar to those for addition.
One sees that the definition of+, Eqs. 32-34, satisfies the requisite properties of addition. it is commutative
and associative
Also |0 is the additive identity. This is expressed here by noting that (a † α ) s = (b † β ) t = 1 if s or t are empty. Note that these properties are expressed in terms of N equality, not state equality as these properties may not hold for state equality. For example, for fermions, the minus sign introduced by operator commutation has no effect on the numerical value. but it can have a nontrivial consequence for linear superposition states. However, even in this case it does not affect the numerical properties of states such as ρ ψ+ψ ′ . For bosons there is no problem because the a-c operators commute. Also the properties of N equality are useful to show that associativity, etc., also hold for addition of nonstandard states.
B. Multiplication
The description of multiplication is more complex because it is an iteration of addition, and complex rational states are involved. The operator× is defined bỹ
The definition of the state |αs, 
s . This use of a variable without a dagger to represent any one of the four creation operators is done in the following to avoid symbol clutter.
The definition of multiplication is divided into two steps: converting the product c s ×ĉ t into a product of c 0 times some operator product and then defining c 0 × −− to take account of complex numbers. Note that theÑ eigenvalues of c 0 |0 range over the numbers 1, −1, i, −i.
The first step uses Eq. 24 to define c j ×ĉ s by
Here s = {k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k n } where k 1 < k 2 < · · · < k n for fermions. This equation shows that multiplication by a power of 2 is equivalent to a j translation by that power. Extension of this to multiplication by a product of the c operators gives
Here
For the second step, all four cases of multiplication by c 0 can be expressed as:
For all c
This gives
where (αs × α ′ s ′ + βt × β ′ t ′ ) and (αs × β ′ t ′ + βt × α ′ s ′ ) denote the real and imaginary components of the product state. Note that if s is empty, then c s =1. From the above and Eq. 46 one has1 × (c) s′ |0 = (c) s′ ×1|0 = |0 . This corresponds to a proof for the number representation constructed here that multiplication of any number by 0 gives 0.
Extension of× to cover nonstandard states is straight forward. To see this one notes that any nonstandard state can be written in the form c is any one of 
The above results also show that multiplication is commutative in that 
Note again that N equality is used, not state equality.
C. Division
As is well known the complex rational string states and linear superpositions of these states are not closed under division. However they just escape being closed in that division can be approximated to any desired accuracy. One defines an ℓ accurate division operator÷ ℓ bỹ
Here β ′′ = β ′ and q = ((α
ℓ . This is the complex rational state expression of (u + iv) −1 = (u − iv)/(u 2 + v 2 ) 1/2 . Determination of the real rational state |q −1 ℓ involves two computations to accuracy ℓ, a square root and an inverse. Since "accuracy ℓ" is common to both, The discussion here will be limited to the inverse as the square root is calculated in a similar way but with a different algorithm.
The above shows it is sufficient to consider states of the form (a V. DISCUSSION In this paper a binary quantum mechanical representation of complex rational numbers was presented that did not use qubits. It is based on the observation that the numerical value of a qubit state such as |10010.01 depends on the distribution of 1s only with the 0s functioning merely as place holders.
The representation described here extends the literature representations [5, 6, 7] to include boson and fermion representations of complex rational numbers. The representation is compact and seems well suited to represent complex rational numbers. Since both standard and nonstandard representations are included, arithmetic combinations of different types of numbers are relatively easy to represent. This is not the case for qubit product states, which are limited to standard representations. For example the qubit representation of the nonstandard state a
